RISHIN MADAN
VOTE RISHIN FOR YOUR JCR TREASURER
I am a 1st-year Physics and Philosopher, dedicated to making
the JCR run smoother than its coffee machine. Organized,
impartial, and willing to help, I will make sure the JCR’s
members have the resources to back their big ideas. I will look
further than the bank accounts and excel documents to
make your dreams come true.

PLEDGES
EXPERIENCE
FINANCE DIRECTOR
Of a Young Enterprise
Business (in school)
RETAIL BANKING
Part-time job at a
Barclays’ branch

EFFICIENCY, EFFICIENCY, EFFICIENCY!
I will work efficiently. As the treasurer, my fingers will be in
many pies, so I will ensure that I am not an impediment to any
club, society or budding project. I will spend efficiently. In
order to get the maximum bang for the college’s buck, it will
be my personal responsibility to track the trail of each pound
spent, guaranteeing it could not have been spent better
anywhere else.

HARMONY
In order to spend efficiently, I will set clear boundaries on
spending each term. But by working personally with JCR
members, I will ensure flexibility in the goals of the JCR. Not
only will I provide the required financial advice at OGMs, I will
be a reliable contact at all times to harmoniously provide
prudential advice for those spending the JCR’s budget.
Furthermore, I will embrace the need to be impartial whilst
doing this: I won’t get pushed around by persistent spenders,
and I will be receptive to all arenas of college society.

TRANSPARENCY
No, I am not here to launder money. Nor I am here to use the
college’s resources to buy myself regular Ahmed’s. Don’t
believe me? Well, you don’t have to: I will be utterly
transparent with where spending goes so I can be held
accountable. I will make sure brief outlines of spending are
emailed twice a term, with further information available on
request.

a treasurer you can trust

